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XTREME respecte l’environnement.
XTREME prolonge la durée de vie de la piscine.
XTREME garantie la couleur pendant 5 ans.

The first chlorine-resistant reinforced membrane for 
swimming pools, even under extreme conditions

Pools that stand up to anything!!

Watertightness



Has the colour of your 
pool changed since it was 
installed?

Do you have problems relating 
to stains and colour fading?

Pools that stand up to anything!!
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RENOLIT ALKORPLAN XTREME is the ideal pool 
lining system. It is the only liner which is beautiful; 
guaranteed watertight; and will give absolute peace 
of mind.

*See our warranty and water maintenance guides in www.renolit.alkorplan-xtreme.com

Watertightness

In addition to its fundamental role of containing the pool water a liner must have an aesthetic 
appeal requiring minimal maintenance and durability.

If you are conidering installing a swimming pool or renovating an old one RENOLIT ALKORPLAN 
XTREME will give you the guaranteed security you need.

RENOLIT ALKORPLAN XTREME is the only reinforced 
membrane on the market with chlorine and stain-

resistant colour, even at the water line.
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Get the most enjoyment from your pool.

Pools that stand up to anything!!

RENOLIT ALKORPLAN  XTREME
swimming pools are designed 
to remain in perfect condition, 
even with high bathing loads 
and aggressive chemical 
products.

RENOLIT ALKORPLAN XTREME is a soft, flexible, reinforced membrane. It is the result of the most advanced technological development 
in pool liners. It will withstand the wear and tear of regular, everyday use by large numbers of bathers and the resultant high level of pool 
cleaning chemicals.

Pools that stand up to anything!!

Watertightness

RENOLIT ALKORPLAN XTREME remains in pristine 
condition throughout its long life.



Pools that stand up to anything!!
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RENOLIT ALKORPLAN XTREME is a completely 
watertight lining designed to ensure that your
pool does not lose a single drop of water while 

presenting an attractive appearance.

Watertightness

We are so confident of  RENOLIT ALKORPLAN 
XTREME that we will issue a 15 years written 

guarantee of its watertight properties.

RENOLIT ALKORPLAN XTREME is the only 
fully waterproof pool liner that comes with 
a written guarantee!

The integrity of the waterproofing of your pool is essential 
to avoid the possibility of any water ingress to your our your 
neighbour’s property.
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Pools that stand up to anything!!

Pools meant to be part of your life.
In addition to being resistant,

these elegant pools do not go out of style.

Lining your pool with RENOLIT ALKORPLAN XTREME 
will make it the ideal venue for memorable occasions.

It can be installed over any pre-
existing material in half the time 
of other types of lining, and will 
cover any leaks or cracks in the 
substrate. 
All renovations are guaranteed 
watertight.

The reinforced membrane is the most efficient lining on the 
market, being suitable both for new pools and renovations.



Pools prepared for any eventualities... 
ready to take on even the most demanding!

RENOLIT ALKORPLAN XTREME with its impenetrable
compact shield is the most resistant and 

durable pool lining on the market.

RENOLIT ALKORPLAN XTREME protective shield 
prevents the membrane from becoming discoloured, 
repels dirt and does not allow bacteria to cause 
irreparable staining.  
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Impenetrable protection on the reverse surface, against fungi, algae or bacteria prevents 
the appearance of stains.

A shield that effectively safeguards the 
colour of the membrane and repels dirt 
at the waterline.
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*See our warranty and water maintenance guides in www.renolit.alkorplan-xtreme.com

RENOLIT ALKORPLAN XTREME, has an extremely dense protective shield 
that covers the entire surface, both on the front and reverse sides. It cannot 
be penetrated by chemical agents or bacteria and is highly resistant to 
random grazing and scratching.

For this reason RENOLIT ALKORPLAN XTREME offers:

Pools that stand up to anything!!

Chlorine

Bacteria



In comparison with other membranes on the market, the difference is remarkable!

XTREME membraneOther membranes

RENOLIT ALKORPLAN XTREME, the first chlorine-resistant reinforced membrane, even under 
extreme conditions.
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RENOLIT ALKORPLAN XTREME has been subjected to 
chlorine resistance tests and has passed with flying colours. 

This gives us the confidence to guarantee an extended life 
to the colour of your pool liner.

*See our warranty and water maintenance guides in www.renolit.alkorplan-xtreme.com

XTREME membrane

Other membranes

Pools that stand up to anything!!



Pools that stand up to anything!!

A swimming pool lined with RENOLIT 
ALKORPLAN XTREME will always be the 
focus of your garden thanks to the intensity 
of its colour in the water and the peace of 
mind that it gives you.
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Intense long-lasting colours 
without risk of discolouration.

Its vibrant colours will endure five years like the first day. 
It is ideal for those that do not want to worry about the 
continual maintenance of their pool, just enjoy it. 



Great resistance to chlorine!
Excellent results both in public 

and private swimming pools.
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Thanks to its outstanding 
resistance to chlorine, it is the 
perfect liner even for public 
swimming pools with great 
influx of bathers where chemical 
treatments of water are much 
more aggressive.

RENOLIT ALKORPLAN XTREME thanks to its protective shield, 
is built to withstand the most extreme conditions.

Pools that stand up to anything!!
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Worldwide, more hotels are 
trusting RENOLIT ALKORPLAN 
XTREME to line their pools - small 
and large, elegant and charming.

It is immaterial whether your pool is on 
the roof or in the basement a RENOLIT 
ALKORPLAN XTREME liner means that 
there will be no leaks; simple maintenance; 
aesthetic perfection; and the peace of mind 
of a 15 year guarantee of watertightness.

The all-embracing nature of its Guarantees makes 
RENOLIT ALKORPLAN XTREME  ideal for urban and

rural hotels and holiday parks.

Guaranteed watertightness, resistant to aggressive water 
treatments, ease and speed of installation for the minimum of 

inconvenience for the guests, beauty and elegance in its finishes…

Pools that stand up to anything!!

Watertightness
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The high concentrations of chlorine 
in closed areas are no longer a problem.

RENOLIT ALKORPLAN XTREME is the wise choice 
for indoor pools.

Indoor Pools are more susceptible 
to higher temperatures and 
concentrations of chlorine and 
components of indoor pools are 
therefore placed under greater 
stress.

Pools that stand up to anything!!
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RENOLIT ALKORPLAN XTREME ‘s high resistance 
to UV light makes it especially  suitable for areas 

exposed to direct sunlight.

5-year written guarantee against
the aggressive attack of UV rays.

RENOLIT ALKORPLAN XTREME 
deals effortlessly with high 
bathing loads.

Its robust, smooth surface makes it 
extremely bather friendly and very 
popular in water,  parks and wave 
pools that require hard wearing 
surfaces that are chlorine  UV 
resistant.

Pools that stand up to anything!!



Other membrane RENOLIT ALKORPLAN XTREME

Other membrane

Moisture, fungi and 
bacteria are repelled 
and prevented from 
penetrating the mem-
brane to cause staining.

XTREME membrane
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*See our warranty and water maintenance guides in www.renolit.alkorplan-xtreme.com

RENOLIT ALKORPLAN XTREME  has a lacquer shield that protects both surfaces against sunlight 
and aggressive chemicals.

The anti blocking lacquer protects the liner from ingress by the bacteria that live in the dark recesses between liner and susbstate, 
preventing the development of indelible stains on the surface of the liner.

Through its protective shield  RENOLIT ALKORPLAN XTREME 
is designed to withstand the most extreme conditions.
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Pools that stand up to anything!!
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RENOLIT ALKORPLAN XTREME  repels sun creams and the dirt 
that tends to accumulate at the waterline.

Stain-free waterline!

*See our warranty and water maintenance guides in www.renolit.alkorplan-xtreme.com

Pools that stand up to anything!! Accumulated dirt is removed just 
by using a damp cloth.



Your family is more protected than ever
with  RENOLIT ALKORPLAN XTREME.
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RENOLIT ALKORPLAN XTREME 
is impervious to organic 
elements that will stain the 
membrane, therefore toxic 
fungicides and bactericides 
are unnecessary.

This makes it compatible for use 
with fish, plants and makes it 
healthy for the whole family.

Pools that stand up to anything!!

 

 
 

 
RENOLIT ALKORPLAN XTREME is the most ecologically 

friendly liner material on the market.



RENOLIT ALKORPLAN XTREME is impervious to fungi and 
bacteria making it fish, and plant friendly.

A resistant liner, sensitive to the most 
fragile elements.

RENOLIT ALKORPLAN XTREME 
is fish and plant friendly and has 
been used in aquaria, dolphin and 
penguin pools.
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Pools that stand up to anything!!



Pools that stand up to anything!!

Ice

Sahara Blue fresh
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     Ice
Swimming Pools with a shimmering 
effect that simulates the freshness 
of a glowing summer’s day.

Silver Volcano Onyx

Azur

Product range RENOLIT ALKORPLAN XTREME  

*See our warranty and water maintenance guides in www.renolit.alkorplan-xtreme.com

RENOLIT ALKORPLAN XTREME

Pools that stand up to anything!!

Watertightness



Pools that stand up to anything!!Pools that stand up to anything!!

*See our warranty and water maintenance guides in www.renolit.alkorplan-xtreme.com
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*See our warranty and water maintenance guides in www.renolit.alkorplan-xtreme.com

Blue fresh
Crystal clear water with beautiful 
blue highlights that create a 
refreshing contemporary glow.

RENOLIT ALKORPLAN XTREME

Sahara
Pools in warm tones, like sand, with 
turquoise reflections in marvellous, 
crystal-clear water.

RENOLIT ALKORPLAN XTREME

Watertightness Watertightness



Pools that stand up to anything!!Pools that stand up to anything!!
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*See our warranty and water maintenance guides in www.renolit.alkorplan-xtreme.com*See our warranty and water maintenance guides in www.renolit.alkorplan-xtreme.com

     Silver
Bright and sensual light grey pools.

RENOLIT ALKORPLAN XTREME

     Azur
Intense deep blue pools, like the 
Mediterranean Sea.

RENOLIT ALKORPLAN XTREME

Watertightness Watertightness



Pools that stand up to anything!!Pools that stand up to anything!!
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*See our warranty and water maintenance guides in www.renolit.alkorplan-xtreme.com*See our warranty and water maintenance guides in www.renolit.alkorplan-xtreme.com

RENOLIT ALKORPLAN XTREMERENOLIT ALKORPLAN XTREME

Onyx
Mysterious and unique black pools.

Volcano
Dark grey, elegant pools with bright 
reflections. 

Watertightness Watertightness
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Non-slip 
membrane

1,65 m

ICE 35516241 35516341 81516241 81022001

SAHARA 35516242 - 81516242 81022002

BLUE FRESH 35516243 35516343 81516243 81022003

AZUR 35516244 - 81516244 81022004

SILVER 35516245 - 81516245 81022005

VOLCANO 35516246 - 81516246 81022006

ONYX 35516247 - 81516247 81022007

Product range
RENOLIT ALKORPLAN XTREME

Pools that stand up to anything!!

Reinforced membrane

1,65 m 2,05 mWidth

Liquid 
sealant

Pools that stand up to anything!!
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Pools that stand up to anything!!

Show off your pool and show it to the world!
As we know how happy you are with your new pool, you can send us photos of your funniest moments, or just of the pool as it is, whenever 
you like and we will publish them both on our website and on our social networks so that the whole world sees how beautiful your pool has 
turned out and how happy thousands of RENOLIT ALKORPLAN XTREME pool owners can be in their garden.



www.renolit.alkorplan-xtreme.com

Pools meant to be part of your life.

If you would like to relax in a exclusive swimming pool that 
will not give you problems, RENOLIT ALKORPLAN XTREME is 
perfect liner for you.

Watertightness

Specialized Coating Systems (Pty) Ltd

2 Jones Rd, Bartlett AH,
Boksburg, Gauteng, South Africa

Phone : 086 137 2468
           : +27 11 552 0300
e-mail: enquiries@speccoats.co.za
Website : www.speccoats.co.za


